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Since 1997 the North Carolina Criminal Justice 
Analysis Center (NCCJAC) of the Governor’s Crime 
Commission (GCC) has investigated and published 
more than a dozen reports on the existence and extent 
of criminal gangs in North Carolina.  Once thought 

investigate or report, these activities earned a dominate role in criminal justice activities in the 
st

sanctions have been implemented and a tremendous amount of state and community funding 
has been expended in efforts to deter, prevent, divert, investigate and suppress gang activities.  

Association, N.C. GangNET, Project Safe Neighborhoods, the High Point Model and other 
efforts all designed to confront the issue of criminal gangs.  The ability for this agency to collect 

report on the activities of criminal gang members and the gangs they represent either via N.C. 

The NCCJAC does not attempt to serve as experts on gangs and criminal gang activities.  

agency has made great efforts to specialize in the demographic composition and geographical 
disbursement of gangs and their members as reported via several data sources, most recently 
relying on the N.C. GangNET databases.  

Nearly every report on gangs in North Carolina has been compared to earlier reports.  As 

time.  We can say that at a given point in time there are X number of gangs and Y number 
of gang members as reported by responding agencies.  This does not account for potential 

members are automatically removed from the system, reducing the number of gang members 



or gang members.  The point is that the data presented in this 

comparison to previous reports.  

The NCCJAC uses data as it exists in the N.C. GangNET databases.  A brief history and 

threat group” information is being bridged from prison data into N.C. GangNET, data from 

members operating in 57 counties inclusive of our most populous counties. The system provides 

other validated gang members, associates and non-validated suspected gang members.  It is 

Carolina gangs and their members.

databases that exist in three nodes. The 

to the central node located at the State 

also replicates to the central node. The 

important because most of these individuals 



!

and locations.

order to obtain a snapshot of gang activity in the state.  The picture continues to be a bit 

information into the N.C. GangNET system or do not have investigators trained to recognize 

N.C. GangNET training or access to N.C. GangNET.  All of these have been made available to 

The total number of gang members in communities and 

a total may include duplicate entries occurring in both 

security threat group data that could not be eliminated 
because of data reasons.  This year’s data is inclusive of 
validated gang members or security threat groups and 
does not contain suspected members, gang associates or 

of Community Corrections.
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North Carolina is predominately a male activity.  
Among the data analyzed this year for validated 

female gang members.  The data is observed to 

female activity.  Table 1 illustrates validated gang 
member gender data.

GangNET is in excess of 15,000. 

validated gang members indicates that Asian gangs are a larger problem in agencies reporting 
in or near Charlotte.  Validated Asian gang members represent less than 1 percent of the eastern 

Gender Western Node Eastern Node Totals
Male
    Percent of Total Node

    Percent of Total Node

Total



#

Race/Ethnicity Western Node Eastern Node Totals
Hispanic
    Percent of Total Node

    Percent of Total Node

White
    Percent of Total Node

Asian
    Percent of Total Node

Middle Eastern 5 1 6
    Percent of Total Node

Native American 17
    Percent of Total Node

5 7
    Percent of Total Node

55
    Percent of Total Node

Total
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One of the most interesting elements of gang studies that has become available since the 

entire state.

Age Group Western Node Eastern Node Totals
Under 16 Years

5,071

661 1,996

507

Totals

Special Note:  These totals differ from other totals because many gang members have given 
differing birth dates during police interviews.  As a result, some gang members are 
counted more than one time due to variance in birth dates.



%

years.  The vast majority of validated gang members in the database are adult criminals, mostly 

 Age Group  Western Node  Eastern Node  Total 
 15 and Under 

 16 and 17  510 

 All Other Age Groups  7,607 

 Total Age 17 and Under  651  656 

 Total 
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6 to 19 Gangs
1 to 5 Gangs

One of the most important issues for the Governor’s Crime Commission has been identifying 

of gangs and gang activity across North Carolina.  N.C. GangNET has made this a far more 

system.

Another point of interest is that a validated gang could be a motorcycle club, street gang, 

as a street gang.  
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GangNET
Eastern Node Counties

GangNET 
Western Node Counties

Alamance Nash 1
1 1
5 Northampton Cabarrus
1 Orange 7

Chatham 11 9
6 Pender 5

Cumberland 50 Person Cleveland 15
1 Pitt Cumberland* 1

Robeson 7
Sampson

Edgecombe 1 Gaston
5 Vance Guilford

Granville 5 99 Henderson
Halifax 1 Warren Iredell
Harnett Washington 1 10

6 Wayne 7 56
Johnston 16 Wilson 1 Randolph 6

17
9 Union 1

Moore 1

Total Eastern Node: 572 Total Western Node: 350

Fifty-seven counties reported 922 Validated Gangs in the N.C. GangNET database.  This total does 
not include Security Threat Groups or Community Threat Groups as designated by the DOC Division 
of Prisons and Division of Community Corrections.  

The NCCJAC had expected to see a leveling off of the increased counts of gangs across the 
state as more agencies developed specialized gang units and gang investigators and as more 
agencies began using N.C. GangNET.  This seems to be occurring.  There is a realization that 
the data presented in this report is an understatement of the extent of gangs and gang members, 
but is a very good portrayal of the situation.  There are major agencies that have not entered 
data for extended periods.  This could be because they have entered all the gangs and gang 

gang data, but it far exceeds any other methodology because it relies on data entered by the 
most active gang investigators in the state.  



North Carolina is not only fortunate that the Attorney 

inclusion of juveniles in GangNET (ages 15 and 

16 and 17 year old gang members are included 

county attorney are not including those age 15 and 

sight that the vast majority of validated gang members in North Carolina are adults.  This does 
not distract from the continued need to address the problems that lead to youth involvement in 
gangs.  

agencies in those counties have some of the most active gang units and are eager to share their 

One of the primary reasons that this demographic data is important at a state level is to have 

and focus more intensive prevention programs on them.  More programs aimed at intervention 

Additional efforts should utilize the data provided 
to focus efforts on the communities most affected 
by gang involvement.  In North Carolina a gang 

some programs that focus on this population.  



gang members across the state.  One of 

the development of programs for 
this population is the tremendous 

in mind might not be appropriate for 
a Honduran or Puerto Rican person.  

concern is identifying the causes of the 
disproportionate involvement of young 

develop meaningful programs for this community.

are programmers and data management personnel assigned to the 

identifying current and emerging gang issues, investigating, researching and recommending 
legislative and executive policy changes to better prevent, mitigate and suppress gang activity 




